Estimates of the onset of sediment motion are integral for flood protection and river management but are often highly inaccurate. The critical shear stress ( * c ) for grain entrainment is often assumed constant, but measured values can vary by almost an order of magnitude between rivers. Such variations are typically explained by differences in measurement methodology, grain size distributions, or flow hydraulics whereas grain resistance to motion is largely assumed to be constant. We demonstrate that grain resistance varies strongly with the bed structure, which is encapsulated by the particle height above surrounding sediment (protrusion, p) and intergranular friction ( f ). We incorporate these parameters into a novel theory that correctly predicts resisting forces estimated in the laboratory, field and a numerical model. Our theory challenges existing models, which significantly over-estimate bed mobility. In our theory, small changes in p and  f can induce large changes in  
entrainment is often assumed constant, but measured values can vary by almost an order of magnitude between rivers. Such variations are typically explained by differences in measurement methodology, grain size distributions, or flow hydraulics whereas grain resistance to motion is largely assumed to be constant. We demonstrate that grain resistance varies strongly with the bed structure, which is encapsulated by the particle height above surrounding sediment (protrusion, p) and intergranular friction ( f ). We incorporate these parameters into a novel theory that correctly predicts resisting forces estimated in the laboratory, field and a numerical model. Our theory challenges existing models, which significantly over-estimate bed mobility. In our theory, small changes in p and  f can induce large changes in  * c without needing to invoke variations in measurement methods or grain size. A data compilation also reveals that scatter in empirical values of  * c can be partly explained by differences in p between rivers. Therefore, spatial and temporal variations in bed structure can partly explain the deviation of  * c from an assumed constant value. Given that bed structure is known to vary with applied shear stresses and upstream sediment supply, we conclude that a constant 
Introduction
Sediment transport in rivers impacts the stability of hydraulic structures and rates of sedimentation, which in turn partly control flooding hazards and river migration. Calculating the coupling between orogen erosion and solid-Earth dynamics also requires accurate sediment flux predictions. Despite over 100 years of research on bedload transport, sediment flux estimates are often incorrect by many orders of magnitude partly because of large uncertainties in  * c (dimensionless shear stress that initiates sediment motion) (e.g. Buffington & Montgomery, 1997) that alter the forces applied to particles (e.g. Buffington & Montgomery, 1997; Kirchner et al., 1990; Lamb et al., 2008; Recking, 2009 ).
Instead of using empirical  considerable attention through parameters such as protrusion (p) (e.g. Isbash, 1936; Kirchner et al., 1990; Masteller & Finnegan, 2017; Schmeeckle et al., 2007) or turbulence fluctuations.
The magnitude and duration of drag and lift force fluctuations can control whether sediment entrainment occurs (e.g. Diplas et al., 2008; Schmeeckle, 2015) . Such effects of turbulence have often been incorporated into force balance, impulse, and energy equations for the onset of sediment motion (e.g. Lamb et al., 2008; Valyrakis et al., 2013) . For almost a century, F R has been simply modeled as a function of a grain's weight and the angle through which it pivots to leave its resting pocket (Fenton & Abbott, 1977; Li & Komar, 1986; Wiberg & Smith, 1987) . Such F R and resulting  * c calculations do not include the effects of bed structure such as grain interlocking, porosity, or burial, which are hypothesized to be important in sediment transport (e.g. Allan & Frostick, 1999; Hodge et al., 2013; Sanguinito & Johnson, 2012) and granular friction (e.g. Chaudhuri et al., 2010; Song et al., 2008) literature. Without a theory for F R that incorporates these effects,  * c from force, impulse or energy balance predictions may be inaccurate and the sources of  * c variability remain uncertain. If  in a given river or laboratory experiment (e.g. Haynes & Pender, 2007; Hodge et al., 2013; Johnson, 2016; Masteller & Finnegan, 2017; Ockelford & Haynes, 2013; Paphitis & Collins, 2005; Reid et al., 1985; Turowski et al., 2011) . Such  * c variations are usually hypothesized to be driven by temporal fluctuations in the parameters that control driving forces (e.g. protrusion, bed roughness). Changes in bed structure and F R have also been invoked to explain temporal disparities in  * c (e.g. Hodge et al., 2013; Masteller & Finnegan, 2017; Ockelford & Haynes, 2013) . However, few measurements of the parameters that control F R have been made and the importance of grain resistance variations on  * c have not been explicitly quantified.
We therefore focus on answering the following fundamental research questions: 1) What controls grain resistance to motion, 2) can a theory that incorporates the effects of bed structure improve predictions of grain resistance over current formulations, and 3) can the wide spatial and temporal variations in empirical values of  * c be attributed to changes in bed structure and thus F R ? To answer these questions we: 1) develop and test a novel theory for F R that can be applied to any gravel-bedded river, 2) measure F R in laboratory experiments and in three field sites for grains that are packed and partly buried, 3) estimate F R for spheres that are partly buried by other spheres using a Discrete Element Method model, 4) use these laboratory, field, and numerical modeling data to elucidate the primary controls on F R , and 5) use our theory and a field data compilation to elucidate the controls on variations in empirical  * c values. Here, we use a force balance approach without taking into account the effects of turbulence for the simplicity of understanding grain resistance effects. The combined effects of grain resistance and turbulence will be important for any other calculations of sediment entrainment such as those based on grain impacts, flow impulse, and flow energy.
Theory for F R
We assumed that F R for an individual grain is controlled by the following three forces: 1) grain weight, 2) weight of sediment overlying the particle of interest, and 3) an intergranular friction force with surrounding sediment. In all of our force calculations, we assumed that the local bed is horizontal and all grains are spherical. Spheres are used in most sediment force balances (e.g. Buffington et al., 1992; Hodge et al., 2013; Kirchner et al., 1990; Lamb et al., 2008; Wiberg & Smith, 1987) , which enables the use of simple geometric equations and we return to this assumption later. We assume pivoting motion but if pure sliding occurs, which can be common for larger grains moving over finer sediment, modifications to our equations are needed. A distribution of values for a given parameter is denoted by i, j or k.
Force due to grain weight (formulation used in previous estimates of grain resistance)
The force (F g ) necessary to pivot the weight of the i th grain (ranges from 1 to N =number of sampled grains) on the bed in the streamwise direction is
for each j th percentile (from 1 to 100 in steps of 1) of the potential pivot angle ( p ) distribution ( Figure 1 ). Equation (1) includes the sediment density ( s ), gravitational acceleration (g), and volume of grain i, which is a function of the intermediate grain axis (b) . All of our measurements are for unsubmerged grains but if particles are under water, our force equations need to be modified to account for submerged sediment weights. The exact  p of each grain is unknown and is estimated as a distribution of potential values using
which was derived by Kirchner et al. (1990) and where b 50 is the bed median grain size. Equation (2) was determined by randomly placing natural grains on glued sediment beds and then tilting the bed until the grains rolled out of their resting pockets; it does not include the effects of grain burial and intergranular friction. Equation (2) is technically only valid between the 10 th and 70 th percentiles of the  p distribution but given the paucity of equations available to predict  p for natural beds, we assume that it applies to the entire  p distribution. We revisit this assumption in the discussion section. Equation (1) with  p defined from equation (2) is how grain resistance is almost always currently represented in initial motion calculations and we test this equation below.
Force due to partial burial
Following the form of equation (1), the force necessary to overcome the resistance from partial burial by the sediment weight (F s ) on top of the i th grain is
for the j th  p , and in which is bed porosity and V o is the overlying sediment volume ( Figure   1 ), which is determined by spherical grain geometry (see Yager et al. (2007) for derivation of similar volume formulas through integration equations for spheres),
No sediment burial weight is calculated if less than half of b is buried. We assume that the overlying sediment are subject to the same pivoting resistance as the grain of interest. Equation (3) represents a minimum value because it does not account for force chain extension from the overlying sediment to surrounding grains.
Force due to intergranular friction
The friction and displacement force of surrounding sediment (F d ) for the k th (ranges from 1 to K, 200 here) possible internal friction angle ( f ) for each i th grain is
where  f in the granular friction literature typically represents the combined effects of grain arrangement (e.g. imbrication, clustering) and shape, and bed porosity, cohesion, and/or grain size distribution on intergranular friction. It is different from  p , which here is only the angle through which a grain pivots and includes none of these intergranular resistance effects ( Figure 1 ). Equation (5) 
In equation (5) 
Methods for measuring, modeling, and predicting grain resistance
We used field and laboratory measurements and a DEM model to estimate F R and test our theory for a wide range of possible channel bed conditions. The DEM simulations determined F R for the simple case of a sphere buried by other spheres, and also were used to estimate C V in our theory. The laboratory measurements added complexity by having a sphere buried by either sand or gravel, and the field measurements used in situ natural sediment.
Field Measurements
We conducted measurements in Reynolds Creek, Idaho USA, and the Sihl River and Erlenbach in Switzerland (Table 1 ). In each of these streams we pushed on unsubmerged grains at the center of their upstream exposed areas with a load cell (oriented parallel to the bed; FUTEK LSB210, accuracy 0.001%, 100 Hz) until the grains moved out of their pocket in the streamwise direction. The maximum measured force was used as F R and is an accurate estimate of sediment resistance to motion (e.g. Buxton et al., 2015; Hodge et al., 2013; Johnston et al., 1998; Prancevic & Lamb, 2015) . Grains were on a regularly spaced grid in areas with very low local slopes and only those with partly or fully exposed upstream surfaces and masses less than the load cell maximum (2.1 kg; weight of about a 115 mm diameter grain) could be measured.
We measured the grain mass (to 0.1 g), primary axes, and p, which was determined using a ruler from the visually estimated mean bed elevation immediately downstream of a grain to the grain top (highest point). The downstream p was usually smaller than (or equal to) the upstream p and therefore was what likely impeded grain motion. The downstream p was often smaller because of grain imbrication and/or preferential sediment deposition downstream of certain grains. We calculated the Corey Shape Factor (CSF) (e.g. Dietrich, 1982 ) using the measured axes of each grain. Figure 2 shows the size and CSF distributions of particles for which we measured F R . Note that these grain size distributions may not represent those of the entire bed surface, which will be considerably wider and include both coarser and finer (e.g. sand and smaller) sizes that we could not measure within the limits of the load cell.
Laboratory Measurements
We used a test sphere (b=90 mm) that sat on a horizontal bed in the pocket created by three closely-packed spheres of the same diameter ( Figure S1a ). We pushed on the test sphere with the load cell until it pivoted over the saddle between two bottom spheres. We created different test sphere p by burying it to various degrees with sand or gravel, and measured forces for each p 5-6 times to establish means.
Numerical Model
We used LIGGGHTS within the LAMMPS Discrete Element Method (DEM) model software (Kloss et al., 2012) with periodic boundary conditions and the same formulations for frictional forces and parameter values as in Schmeeckle (2014) . In each run we incrementally increased an applied constant bed-parallel, streamwise force until the sphere pivoted out of its pocket. The force was applied to the center of mass of the test sphere, and this F R was verified for a test sphere without burying small spheres using equation (1) and  p calculated from bed geometry (19º, closely-packed sphere pocket geometry). We used a relatively constant  p in all of our simulations to determine the importance of p independent of variations in  p , the effects of which on grain motion have already been extensively studied (e.g. Buffington et al., 1992; Kirchner et al., 1990; Li & Komar, 1986) . However, this angle was not completely constant; as the test sphere became more buried (very low p), the angle through which it needed to pivot visually appeared to slightly increase because of the additional sediment impeding its movement. The effects of slight changes in  p are further discussed in the results. . We normalized each F R by the respective particle weight for most of our results.
F R Predictions
We tested the predictions of F R from our theory (equations 1-6) using the estimated values from the field, laboratory and DEM simulations. In all of our calculations, we treat  f ,  p , and p as independent parameters, which is partly supported by the lack of correlation between  p and p for individual grains (Kirchner et al., 1990) . We predicted F R for the laboratory and DEM data using the known values of b, p and  p (19º, assumed constant with p). We varied the value of  f between predictions through the range of known values in the literature for gravel, sand, and spheres (see results).
For field F R predictions, we used the measured values of b and p for each grain, and the potential distribution of  p for each grain from equation (2). We varied  f between predictions using known values for alluvial sediment (see results), but in this case we used a distribution of potential values of  f in each prediction rather than a single value as in the DEM and laboratory calculations. In real streams,  f could spatially vary as a function of parameters such as local grain arrangement and shape. Therefore we randomly sampled it from a normal distribution (limits of 0-89) with a certain mean and standard deviation of  f to obtain the potential  f distribution for each grain. We changed the mean  f between predictions.
In each river, our theory results in distributions of possible F R values for a given grain because we do not know the exact values of  f and  p , and must use potential distributions for these parameters. We used all possible combinations of  f and  p values to obtain the F R distribution for a given grain, and then combined these distributions for all grains on the bed to yield the F R distribution for a given stream. We also tested the commonly accepted formulation for grain resistance that is used in force balance calculations of the onset of motion, which is equation (1) alone. For use of this equation alone, we similarly obtained the potential distribution of  p for each grain using equation (2) and then combined the F g distributions for all grains on the bed to yield the F R distribution for a given stream.
The value of C V for all of our predictions (field, laboratory and DEM) was determined from our DEM model. It was calculated in each simulation using the known volume of spheres downstream of the test sphere that were displaced by the test sphere when it just moved out of its pocket. This volume was divided by V b , which was calculated using equation (6), and the resulting value of C V (4.8±0.3) was the average value from all five DEM model simulations because C V did not systematically vary with p. For the field we assumed =0.4, whereas we used the measured values of 0.36 and 0.44 in the laboratory and DEM predictions, respectively. Sensitivity analyses demonstrated that small uncertainties in  had relatively little impact on prediction accuracy (see SI). We note that the only parameter we varied in our theory to match the measured/simulated F R values was  f .
Results

Importance of various force components in our theory
We first conducted a sensitivity analysis on the influence of p and  f on each force becoming more important as p increased (grain is more exposed) or  f declined (less intergranular friction) (Figure 3 ).
Empirical observations of parameters that control F R
A direct relation between p and F R occurred in field, laboratory and DEM data ( Figure   4a ). For a given p, F R generally increased as grain shape became flatter (lower CSF) from spheres to gravel. The highest F R occurred for real riverbeds, which were composed of natural grains with low CSF and a wide range of grain sizes (Figure 4a ). Such changes in F R with particle shape and grain size are supported by the granular friction literature (e.g. Farhadi & Behringer, 2014; Trulsson, 2018) , and imply that  f is an important control on grain resistance to motion.
Predictions of F R for field, laboratory and DEM data
Resisting forces were predicted well by our theory for a sphere partly buried by other spheres, sand, and gravel when  f was about 10-15º, 30-35º and 45-50º (Figure 4b ), respectively, which mostly correspond to  f values in the literature for each sediment type (e.g. Culshaw et al., 1991; Mollanouri Shamsi & Mirghasemi, 2012) . Our theory also generally predicted the observed increase in F R with lower p for a given bed, which could not be calculated with equation (1) p. In addition, we assumed C V was constant but it will likely change with  and bed grain size in the field and laboratory because these parameters will alter the volume of grains on the bed at any location.
For the field data, when we used the currently applied resistance formulation in force balance models, equation (1) alone, F R was systematically under-estimated for all percentiles of its distribution in all three streams ( Figure 5 ). To predict the field data with our theory, we varied the mean  f through the published range of values for river sediments (31-67º) measured using strength tests (e.g. Chang & Cheng, 2014; Lin et al., 1998) . Low percentiles (0-30%) of the F R distribution were generally predicted well by our theory in all three field sites as long as  f 30º, with  f as a single value or as the mean within a distribution ( Figure   5 ). Therefore, low percentiles of the F R distribution can be estimated even if the exact value or distribution of values for  f is uncertain. Such low percentiles are important because they determine the onset of motion of a streambed and the movement of these grains subsequently alters the resisting forces for other sediment.
We found through sensitivity analyses that most predicted F R (up to the 70 th percentile of distribution) were relatively insensitive to the standard deviation of  f . However, a range of  f values with a mean of about 66 generally allowed for accurate predictions of the entire F R distribution in two out of three streams (Figure 5a-b) . In the remaining stream (Erlenbach), our theory generally under-estimated F R (Figure 5c ) because this channel contains highly angular, poorly rounded sediment and large amounts of silt and clay (which increases cohesion). Most  f do not include the combined effects of very angular grains and cohesion (e.g. Chang & Cheng, 2014; Lin et al., 1998) and may therefore be lower than what could occur in the Erlenbach, which could partly explain our slightly underestimated F R . Our  f are also at the upper end of the range of those measured from strength tests because we pushed on single grains rather than shearing an entire box of sediment. Measured bulk resistance angles generally increase with the fewer number of potentially mobile grains used in a sample (Booth et al., 2014) .
Some of the other small discrepancies between predicted and measured values of F R in our three field sites could be caused by using equation (2) to predict the entire distribution of  p . Equation (2) is technically only valid between the 10 th and 70 th percentiles of the  p distribution, which implies that it would have larger errors at the distribution tails. Our theory usually had the largest prediction uncertainties for very large values of F R ( Figure 5 ) and such errors could be caused by inaccurate estimates of the higher percentiles of the  p distribution.
We also assumed spherical grains for the volume calculations (equations (4) and (6)) in our theory, but many grains at our field sites deviated from spheres. This could be an additional source of discrepancies between measured and predicted values of F R .
Discussion
Controls on grain resistance to motion
The large under-estimation of F R by equation (1) The use of a p distribution was also key to accurate F R predictions. To demonstrate this, we assigned all grains in the Sihl River the same value of percent p instead of using their measured percent p. We then varied this value of percent p for all grains between predictions using our theory. The distribution of demonstrate that sediment jamming is influenced by the coordination number (average number of contacts per particle), volume fraction (1-), particle shape, and bed arrangement (controlled by conditioning from applied stresses, forces) (e.g. Bandi et al., 2013; Bertrand et al., 2016; Bi et al., 2011; Chaudhuri et al., 2010; Ciamarra et al., 2011; Farhadi & Behringer, 2014; Kumar & Luding, 2016; Silbert, 2010; Torquato & Stillinger, 2010; Zhang et al., 2010) . Finally, observations in rivers and laboratory experiments suggest that grain clustering and imbrication, as well as the abundance of fine cohesive sediment, could alter overall gravel-bed resistance to motion (e.g. Hassan & Reid, 1990; Kothyari & Jain, 2008; Perret et al., 2018; Reid et al., 1985; Strom et al., 2004) .
We hypothesize that all of the parameters mentioned in the previous paragraph influence  f and explain its variation between different sediment mixtures and streams (Figures 4b and 5 ). Further research is needed to better quantify: a) the uniqueness and overlap between the various parameters mentioned in the geotechnical engineering, granular physics, and fluvial sediment transport literature, b) the relation between these unique parameters and  f , and c) the relative importance of these unique parameters in controlling F R . We finally note that although cluster formation has been hypothesized to control sediment mobility (e.g. Hassan & Reid, 1990; Strom et al., 2004) , no mechanistic theory exists to account for the influence of clusters on F R . Our theory directly includes the parameters ( f ,  p, and p) that would change F R through cluster formation.
Uncertainties in pivot angle measurements and use
Recent studies have also suggested potential inaccuracies in  p values that are obtained by placing grains on glued beds, and then tilting the beds until the grain of interest moves (e.g. Hodge et al., 2013; Johnston et al., 1998; Prancevic & Lamb, 2015) . Such  p do not represent in situ grain pivoting motions that will usually involve more interactions with the surrounding bed material. Equation (2) may therefore underestimate  p for natural riverbeds. Conversely,  p values determined for in situ sediment are likely significant overestimates because they are obtained by measuring F R using a load cell, assuming F R =F g , and then back-calculating  p using equation (1) (e.g. Hodge et al., 2013; Johnston et al., 1998; Prancevic & Lamb, 2015) . Such  p values therefore indirectly incorporate the effects of burial and intergranular friction.
In theory, one could use these empirically derived in situ  p values in equation (1) 
What controls spatial and temporal variations in
The mechanistic effects of F R on temporal and spatial variations in  * c could not be previously predicted because F R was only modeled as a function of  p , which does not have known and predictable systematic temporal fluctuations. In contrast, the reach-averaged boulder (b> 256 mm) protrusion can be inversely related to the relative sediment availability (Yager et al., 2007 (Yager et al., , 2012 and it is likely that p for smaller grains will also vary with fluctuations in the sediment supply. We note that a channel bed could also adjust to greater sediment supply by increasing the bed slope through simple deposition, thereby just covering all sediment on the bed, or through grain size changes (Dietrich et al., 1989; Johnson et al., 2015; Madej et al., 2009) . Therefore, the exact relation between sediment supply and grain
protrusion has yet to be established. Support for  Results from the granular friction literature also imply that  f (e.g. Bertrand et al., 2016; Song et al., 2008) will increase with higher fine sediment supply (alters porosity, cohesion) or with changes in grain arrangement (e.g. interlocking). Thus, p,  f , and F R can readily vary and can mechanistically explain why * c is different between streams or through time; a constant  * c is actually highly unlikely.
Calculation of 
* c variation with bed structure
To demonstrate potential bed structure controls on  * c , we used a force balance (Kirchner et al., 1990) to calculate the potential  * c distribution for the median grain size of a synthetic channel bed (b=b 50 =0.06 m),
where C D (0.4) and C L (0.2) are drag and lift coefficients (e.g. Wiberg & Smith, 1987) , is von Karmen's constant,  is water density, A is the exposed cross-sectional area of a grain (function of b and exposure), z is distance from the bed, F sw is the submerged grain weight,  is the channel slope, and f(z) is part of the logarithmic velocity profile equation. Equation (7) follows that used by Kirchner et al. (1990) , who also provide the necessary equations for f(z), A, and exposure. We determined the distribution of F R in equation (7) using the following two different methods: i) from equation (1) with  p from equation (2), and ii) using our complete theory (equations 1-6). Values of  * c using F R from equation (1) only include the impacts of p on drag and lift forces, whereas  * c values employing our theory for F R include these driving forces, and the effects of p and  f on F R . All calculations used the submerged grain weight, which simply involved substitution of  s - for  s in equations (1), (3) and (5).
Calculations using equation (7) approximations of the actual entrainment threshold rather than of a higher reference shear stress that is part of the original bedload equation (Pähtz & Durán, 2018) . In this sediment transport equation, b 50 is the representative grain size that is used for q s calculations for the entire bed of sediment. We calculated q s for an applied dimensionless shear stress ( * ) that was equal to two times the median  * c from our theory when percent p=70% and  f =65°. We note that use of a lower  * demonstrated even stronger effects of p and  f on q s , and use of a different sediment transport equation will not change our overall conclusions.
If a change in bed structure decreases p, we calculated that  * c will increase and q s will decline regardless of the F R equation used (Figure 7) . Neglecting the effects of p on F R caused  * c and q s changes with p to be systematically under-estimated when compared to our theory, particularly when  f ≥65º or p≤ 60%. In our theory, small changes in p and  f can induce large differences in  * c that are of similar magnitudes to those observed between different streams or experiments. Spatial variations in  * c are often ascribed to differences in measurement methodologies, grain size distributions or relative submergence (ratio of flow depth to particle size) but these parameters did not vary in our calculations. The observed scatter in  * c may instead be induced by differences in both driving and resisting forces, which are in turn controlled by variations p and/or  f between streams or through time.
Equation (7) does not account for the influence of particle impacts, which can cause direct sediment entrainment as well as loosen a given grain (e.g. Ancey, 2010; Lee & Jerolmack, 2018; Pähtz & Durán, 2017; Vowinckel et al., 2016) , thereby decreasing its resisting force and making it easier to move. Many studies have also demonstrated that drag and lift force fluctuations are actually responsible for particle entrainment (e.g. Diplas et al., 2008; Leary & Schmeeckle, 2017; Schmeeckle et al., 2007; Valyrakis et al., 2010) , and that these fluctuations in lift and drag forces vary with p (Schmeeckle et al., 2007) . We did not incorporate magnitudes and durations of flow turbulence into equation (7) because there is no generally applicable theory to predict how these parameters will change with p, which is necessary for accurate  Lamb et al., 2008; Vollmer & Kleinhans, 2007) and such modifications could also be made to equation (7) if a model for turbulence variation with p is also included. Our theory for grain resistance could also be modified for more general use in calculations of particle impact, flow impulse, flow energy, or rebound entrainment thresholds (e.g. Celik et al., 2013; Pähtz & Durán, 2018; Valyrakis et al., 2013) . is the grain size for which 90% of grains are finer and h was for bankfull flow)  3 to minimize changes in velocity profiles, turbulence and morphologic drag that are expected when relative submergence is low, and which impact  * c (e.g. Lamb et al., 2008) . Second, each stream needed published values of cobble embeddedness (see Sennatt et al. (2006) for a review on embeddedness measurements), which is a measure of particle burial (~inverse of p). To minimize errors, we only used streams for which embeddedness was not reported to be a visual estimate (Espinosa et al., 1997; Petrosky et al., 1988; Richards & Cernera, 1987; US Bureau of Land Managment, 1996; USDA Forest Service, 2002 , 2005 . If a stream had visual embeddedness estimates, we only used those that were calibrated to quantitative measurements. Third, we used embeddedness measured as spatially and temporally close to the bedload sampling locations and years, respectively, as possible. When embeddedness and bedload sampling did not occur at the same times, we excluded any streams if large fires occurred in the surrounding watershed between the two different measurements. Fires can alter sediment transport rates and channel bed conditions (e.g. Reneau et al., 2007) , which makes concurrent sampling of embeddedness and sediment flux important. We used median values if more than one measurement of embeddedness was available at a given river, and then calculated p=1-embeddedness. The compilation resulted in six streams with both  we have demonstrated using this field data compilation and our calculations in Section 5.2.1.
Field data on
Calculations of 
* c during transport events
Our equations represent one snapshot of the bed state before any changes have occurred to bed structure or grain size during a sediment transport event. If F R throughout a transport event is needed, temporal changes in b, p,  p , and  f would need to be known.
However, this is an issue that is not unique to our theory and is a common but rarely Kirchner et al., 1990; Lamb et al., 2008; Wiberg & Smith, 1987) , which are also implicitly based on the assumption that p, roughness (controls velocity profile), b, and  p do not change during a sediment transport event. Such assumptions are unlikely to be correct (e.g. Hodge et al., 2013; Johnson, 2016; Masteller & Finnegan, 2017 values could then be employed to improve bedload transport predictions throughout flow events.
Conclusions
We develop and test a novel theory that provides the first quantitative predictions of the effect of particle burial and intergranular friction on individual grain resistance to motion.
We use our theory to demonstrate that neglecting p and  f can cause significant underestimates of F R and  Two data points at 80% and 90% p bins were excluded because they only contained a single measurement and a median could not be calculated. (b) Laboratory and DEM data (symbols) with predicted normalized F R from our theory (lines) labeled with the single value of  f used. 
